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PARTY ENDS WITHOUT 
F~~.~~ POISONING INCIDENT 

The sight of an ambulance the host, whose hair was only 
outside of the Campbell dorms slightly disheveled. "I'm really 
has managed to become such surprised that we managed to 
a staple sight that it is almost have a good time and not go to 
better known than the Johnnie the emergency room. I was, like, 
chair. Campbell 2nd in particular pretty sure that's what you're 
has become well known for their supposed to do." 
spontaneous parties of freshman Not all agreed with this 
debauchery, so much so that sentiment, "Yeah, like, if some 
even predatorial upperclassmen hottie ain't pukin' her guts 
have begun to join in. These par- out and dyin', can it really be 
ties are, of course, the highlight called a party?" said a man 
of the college experience. Ram- that I didn't ask. He proceed-
pant underage drinking, drugs, ed to keep talking to me about 
ungodly flirtation, and, Lord his amazing qualities, which I 
forgive me for even uttering this, ignored in favor of talking to 
sex out of wedlock. Truly these cuter, more interesting women. 
are the times of Satan and doom "Honestly, if I don't get 
will soon come for us all. Now, fucked up, how am I supposed 
as alcohol is the Devil's orange to cope with all this work?" was 
juice, the body naturally tries to unashamedly stated by a bud
rid itself of it, resulting in many ding alcoholic. "Do you even 
trips to the bathroom where it realize how long those Thucy-
is excised from the tainted body dides readings are? I can't even 
while the faithful hold their hair read them from start to finish 
back. Yet, in a deviation from the on seminar day, and that's just 
norm, an impromptu freshman fucked up. But yeah, I guess not 
party has resulted in zero cases of being hung-over the next day is 
alcohol poisoning. okay, it's just not cool." 

"It's amazing what pro- While everyone's per-
viding snacks, water, and limit- spective on the matter was dif
ing alcohol intake can do," said ferent, it was collectively agreed 

that the party was, "fairly lit," 
surely because they all final-

ly decided to let a bit of Jesus 
into their blackened souls. It is 
unknown whether such success
ful parties will continue, but we 
can only hope and pray, at least 
until the new freshman class 
arrives next fall. 

The Badfly would like to 
extend their sincerest condo
lences, thoughts, and prayers 
to the Randall 2nd freshman 
who broke prohibition and got 
alcohol poisoning. Let us all 
hope for a speedy recovery and 
a semi-functioning liver! 

This Week! 
Exciting 
Politics 

Role Play
ing Session 

"I WAS ACCOST
ED IN THE DIN
ING HALL TO 
VOTE FORAN 
ORGANIZATION 
THATDOESNT 
AFFECT MEAT 
ALL!!': one student 
said, frantically try
ing to finish lunch 
before ... 
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Greenfield Library to Host 
First Ever Book Burning 

It is well known that 
any books other than the 
Western great books were 
written by dirty pagans. 
As such, St. John's very 
own Greenfield library has 
decided they will purge 
all books centered on any 
thoughts that aren't Euro
pean in origin. Students 
are advised to turn over 
all books related to Asian 
(excluding Russia), Middle 
Eastern, African, South 
American, and Australian 
thoughts and ideas. 

"All we need is 

Western thoughts, since 
The West is filled with the 
best and longest lasting 
civilizations in the known 
universe," says totally-not
a-racist-just-being-honest 
librarian. "If we were to 
expose college students to 
broader ideas, they may 
become Buddhists, Mus-
lims, or, dare I even say it, 
socialists." 

The Greenfield Ii-
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The campus capitalist is easily 
classified by his classic classist 
classicist character. Few, however, 
have the skills necessary to iden -
tify and defuse a campus capital
ist infestation. I humbly offer my 
accrued expertise in this area, in 
the hopes that we may purge our 
college of this notorious threat, 
once and for all. 

The first capitalist to avoid is the 
BLUE-BLOODED PRINCE
LING. He is heir, no doubt, 
to this-or-that firm or the law 
offices of something or other. He 
engages in campus politics in 
a feeble attempt to impress his 
criminal prosecutor father. His 
signature blue blood is a result of 
a heart that has not beaten since 
mummy told him he was not to 
play in the parlor in muddy boo
ties. He is often found lurking 
around the drinks table at Reality 
parties, frightening women by 
ogling them with cold, bloodless 
eyes. To defeat the blue-blood-
ed princeling, one must be 
even more dead-bored with 
everything than he is. Do not 

cough when you smoke. Do not break 
eye-contact. Eventually, the blue-blood
ed princeling will be intimidated by your 
show of dominance and flee. 

Our next specimen is the SNIVELING 
WRINGER. Although he has never re
ally been given something to cry about, 
you will still find him in the bathroom at 
parties-- or on the steps to McDowell-
or in his buddy's Mercedes-- sobbing 
his brains out. The most minor rejection 
is as an axe-blow to his fragile ego. A 
sniveling whinger is often surrounded 
by enablers, who attempt to comfort 
him with offers of cheap booze. There is 
no cure for the whinger, sadly-- one can 
only hope not to catch his eye when he is 
in one of his many, melancholy moods. 
The best defense is a good offense: sur
round yourself with attractive, well-ad
justed friends and pointedly refuse to 
think about the sniveling whinger. Soon 
you will find that he has faded sheepish
ly away. 

The final capitalist is the misleadingly 
named CONNECTICUT COMMU
NIST. Neither a communist nor neces-
sarily from Connecticut, the Connecti-

has read Marx, and summers in 
the Bahamas. He loathes im
perialism, and loves adventure 
tourism. He is well-versed in 
gender theory, and shouts at his 
girlfriend when drunk. He pays 
nearly full tuition and never goes 
to class. He is well-liked and 
utterly repulsive. Alas, there is 
no fool-proof method to identify 
a Connecticut communist. The 
best course of action is, as al
ways, to meet any rich white guy 
with a healthy dose of scepticism. 

The campus capitalists are a 
grave threat to our safety and 
well-being as a college, and 
we can only hope to have the 
strength to overcome them. With 
the help of this guide, you now 
have the power to identify and 
confront any campus capitalist 
you might happen to meet. Use 
this information wisely, and St. 
John's College will be a better 
environment for us all. 

cut communist is a walking paradox. He d n t 
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I Admin Waits Until just Before 
Break to Announce 

Controversial New Policv I , . 

In an email sent to 
freshmen, sophomores, and 
juniors last week, Taylor Waters 
announced new rules limiting 
the number of students allowed 
to live off campus. Though the 
timing of the announcement 
seems to have been intended to 
limit opportunities for students 
to express disapproval, it has 
nonetheless outraged many who 
perceive the change as arbitrary 
and potentially threatening to 
their well being. At the time of 
writing, the administration has 
not yet explained the reasons 
behind the change in housing 
regulations to the polity at large. 

The lack of explanation, 
coupled with the administration's 
odd timing, has lead to a number 
of conspiracy theories seeking to 
explain the announced change in 
housing policy. 

One such theory holds 
that it is all part of a cynical ploy 

to increase student productivity and 
well-being in the final days of the semes
ter. Proponents of the theory claim the 
outrage the announcement sparked may 
have been deliberate on the part of the 
administration and intended at energiz
ing burnt-out students so they would be 
more productive and take better care of 
themselves just before winter break. For 
evidence, the theory's supporters cite the 
evidently improved lives of students who 
have taken to protesting the change in 
policy. The Badfly, in seeking to fact
check their claims, surveyed a number 
of outraged students and found they 
had indeed begun to take better care 
of themselves after the announcement. 
One student spoke to the effect that, 
while she had previously suffered from 
extreme lethargy as well as difficulty get
ting up in the morning, she has become 
energized by her rage, is working out 
more often, and is even making healthier 
dietary choices. Another student said 
that he felt re-invigorated and was able 
to get his preceptorial essay in on time, 

as a result of his anger. 
Another such theory 

claims the announcement is part 
of an extremely elaborate April 
Fool's joke connected to the 
canceling of senior prank. The 
students who support this theory 
claim that on April 1st, 2019, the 
administration will send out a 
second email revealing the entire 
policy change was a ruse, and 
that classes for the day will be 
replaced with a giant keg party 
held in compensation for the 
cancelation of senior prank this 
year. A senior spoke with the 
badfly on condition of anonym
ity, stating that the college felt 
the alternative to prank would 
be more enjoyable if it were in 
the form of an even larger prank. 
The anonymous senior expressed 
regret that the elaborate joke had 
to cause so much consternation 
in the short term, but promised it 
would all be worth it in the end, 

reminding us to «think of how 
fun it will be!" when the prank 
is revealed. It should be noted, 
however, that senior prank has a 
questionable history with being 
canceled. 

A third theory argues 
the announcement is part of the 
colleges secret preparations, in 
conjunction with a super-se
cret conspiracy from within the 
highest ranks of the U.S. mil
itary, to ready the campus for 
an oncoming apocalypse. The 
Badfly learned of this theory 
while interviewing a student 
dressed entirely in aluminum 
foil, down to aluminum under
wear, despite the cold weather. 
While it was hard to discern 
what they were saying over the 
screeching of metal on met-
al every time they moved, we 
were able to determine that they 
believed the college was secretly 
bomb-proofing all of the dorms, 

as well as building a number of forti -
fied storage bunkers under the campus. 
These preparations, the student claimed, 
were intended to insure the survival of 
St. John's college in the event of a nuclear 
war between the United States and the 
theocratic kingdom of Narnia. Since 
N arnia would surely win such a war, due 
to Asland's divine power, the student 
claimed, the super-secret conspiracy 
within the military is super-secretly for
tifying colleges throughout the country 
to insure the continuity of the govern
ment and the (educated and draftable) 
college-aged population of United States. 
The student went on to explain that, 
since the dorms are being fortified as a 
part of the super-secret program, the ob
jective of which being to save the maxi
mum number of students posible, it only 
made sense to require more people to 
live in them. While the Badfly has found 
this theory entertaining, it seems highly 
doubtful that the theocratic kingdom/ 
autocratic police state ofNarnia would 
attack the United States given that Nar-

nia is a NATO member, and has 
been trapped in a long and losing 
war against the army of King 
Ogunwe, commander in-chief of 
the Republic of Heaven. 

Despite the claims of 
various campus conspiracy 
theorists, the Badfly considers 
the most likely explanation for 
the timing of the administration's 
announcement to be simple pro
crastination. 
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